
letter 

 My Second Grade Spelling Homework: due Thursday, List #7  (Unit 3 Lesson 1) 

 
Name________________________________________________  Parent Signature_________________________________         
 

Please complete the three spelling practice activities below, staple them behind this sheet, and return all three to 
school on Thursday. The spelling test will be on Thursday. Encouraging your child to review their spelling words daily for 
5 minutes will not only help them to do well on the test but will also greatly increase the likelihood they will remember 
them when reading and writing. 

Use each word in a sentence. Each sentence should be numbered to match your list. 
Remember capitals, spaces between words and punctuation. Please underline each 
spelling word and skip a line between sentences. Did you include juicy adjectives? 
 

1. My older sister drove me to the store for some yellow bananas. 
 

2. I wrote a long letter to my grandma thanking her for my present. 
 
 
Write each word three times. Please number each to match your list and skip a line 
between each set of words.  

1. sister, sister, sister 
 

2. letter, letter, letter 
 
 
Ask a family member to give you a practice spelling test at home. For any words you 
misspell, please rainbow write the correct spelling using three different colors.  

          1. sister 

          2.  lettr 
 

My Spelling List 
1. sister 

2. letter 

3. expert 

4. born 

5. sports 

6. short 

7. mark 

8. started 

9. backyard 

 

Tricky Words: 

10. same 

11. said 

12. from 

 
THIS HOMEWORK SHOULD BE 
NEAT AND COMPLETED ON 
LINED PAPER. THANK YOU. 

letter letter 



Cut out each card and use them to practice your spelling words 5 minutes every day. Can you think of a new sentence for each? 

sister letter 
expert born 
sports short 
mark started 

backyard same 
said from 

 



face 

My Second Grade Spelling Homework: due Thursday, List #8  (Unit 3 Lesson 6) 

 
Name________________________________________________  Parent Signature_________________________________         
 

Please complete the three spelling practice activities below, staple them behind this sheet, and return all three to 
school on Thursday. The spelling test will be on Thursday. Encouraging your child to review their spelling words daily for 
5 minutes will not only help them to do well on the test but will also greatly increase the likelihood they will remember 
them when reading and writing. 

Use each word in a sentence. Each sentence should be numbered to match your list. 
Remember capitals, spaces between words and punctuation. Please underline each 
spelling word and skip a line between sentences. Did you include juicy adjectives? 
 

1. I enjoy laying on a soft carpet to read a good book. 
 

2. How did you get that big cut on your face? 
 
 
Write each word three times. Please number each to match your list and skip a line 
between each set of words.  

1. carpet, carpet, carpet 
 

2. face, face, face 
 
 
Ask a family member to give you a practice spelling test at home. For any words you 
misspell, please rainbow write the correct spelling using three different colors.  

          1. carpet 

          2.  fase 
 

My Spelling List 
1. carpet 

2. face 

3. space 

4. cell 

5. center 

6. chance 

7. gray 

8. page 

9. digit 

10. germ 

 

Tricky Words: 

11. are 

12. when 

 
THIS HOMEWORK SHOULD BE 
NEAT AND COMPLETED ON 
LINED PAPER. THANK YOU. 

face face 



Cut out each card and use them to practice your spelling words 5 minutes every day. Can you think of a new sentence for each? 

carpet face 
space cell 
center chance 
gray page 
digit germ 
are when 

 

 



knitting 

My Second Grade Spelling Homework: due Thursday, List #9  (Unit 3 Lesson 11) 

 
Name________________________________________________  Parent Signature_________________________________         
 

Please complete the three spelling practice activities below, staple them behind this sheet, and return all three to 
school on Thursday. The spelling test will be on Thursday. Encouraging your child to review their spelling words daily for 
5 minutes will not only help them to do well on the test but will also greatly increase the likelihood they will remember 
them when reading and writing. 

Use each word in a sentence. Each sentence should be numbered to match your list. 
Remember capitals, spaces between words and punctuation. Please underline each 
spelling word and skip a line between sentences. Did you include juicy adjectives? 
 

1. My laces were so knotted that we had to cut them with sharp scissors. 
 

2. Have you ever tried knitting a warm scarf? 
 
 
Write each word three times. Please number each to match your list and skip a line 
between each set of words.  

1. knotted, knotted, knotted 
 

2. knitting, knitting, knitting 
 
 
Ask a family member to give you a practice spelling test at home. For any words you 
misspell, please rainbow write the correct spelling using three different colors.  

          1. knotted 

          2.  kniting 
 

My Spelling List 
1. knotted 

2. knitting 

3. knocked 

4. wringing 

5. wronged 

6. whipped 

7. whined 

8. quitting 

9. quacked 

 

Tricky Words: 

10. why 

11. what 

12. where 

 
THIS HOMEWORK SHOULD BE 
NEAT AND COMPLETED ON 
LINED PAPER. THANK YOU. 

knitting knitting 



Cut out each card and use them to practice your spelling words 5 minutes every day. Can you think of a new sentence for each? 

knotted knitting 
knocked wringing 
wronged whipped 
whined quitting 

quacked why 
what where 

 

 



noise 

My Second Grade Spelling Homework: due Thursday, List #10  (Unit 3 Lesson 16) 

 
Name________________________________________________  Parent Signature_________________________________         
 

Please complete the three spelling practice activities below, staple them behind this sheet, and return all three to 
school on Thursday. The spelling test will be on Thursday. Encouraging your child to review their spelling words daily for 
5 minutes will not only help them to do well on the test but will also greatly increase the likelihood they will remember 
them when reading and writing. 

Use each word in a sentence. Each sentence should be numbered to match your list. 
Remember capitals, spaces between words and punctuation. Please underline each 
spelling word and skip a line between sentences. Did you include juicy adjectives? 
 

1. The antonym for under is over. 
 

2. The antonym for noise is silence. 
 
 
Write each word three times. Please number each to match your list and skip a line 
between each set of words.  

1. under, under, under 
 

2. noise, noise, noise 
 
 
Ask a family member to give you a practice spelling test at home. For any words you 
misspell, please rainbow write the correct spelling using three different colors.  

          1. under 

          2.  noize 
 

My Spelling List 
1. under 

2. noise 

3. open 

4. brave 

5. cute 

6. minus 

7. last 

8. foe 

9. robber 

10. road 

 

Tricky Words: 

11. which 

12. all 

 
THIS HOMEWORK SHOULD BE 
NEAT AND COMPLETED ON 
LINED PAPER. THANK YOU. 

noise noise 



Cut out each card and use them to practice your spelling words 5 minutes every day. Can you think of a new sentence for each? 

under noise 
open brave 
cute minus 
last foe 

robber road 
which all 

 

 


